Field potential oscillations: how much do we know?
==================================================

The incessant processing of information by neural circuits has been investigated using a variety of techniques, of which only a few have sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to grasp the rapid changes in electrical activity associated with brain function. Some record global activity in a non-invasive manner, such as EEG or magnetoencephalograms (MEG), while intracerebral approaches capture more local activity in particular regions, like local field potentials (LFPs). In all cases, one can appreciate the conspicuous presence of repetitive wave-like patterns or oscillations. Despite constituting a small fraction of the total brain activity, oscillations have received much attention as they can be readily associated to cognitive and behavioral tasks. The question is: how much do we know about the identity of the neuron populations involved in their generation?

Brain oscillations appeared well-suited for application of spectral analysis in order to quantify temporal patterns (Fourier analysis and its derivatives; Jenkins and Watts, [@B25]; Oppenheim and Schafer, [@B40]). Bioelectrical signals are usually filtered in predefined frequency bands of interest, a process that, it must be remembered, leads to the loss of a considerable amount of information. Such a jump from the time to the frequency domain summarizes temporal information and makes it handy to associate and compare with other measurements of a brain at work. Some paradigmatic cases are the identification of phases in the sleep cycle by their spectral content (Dement and Kleitman, [@B13]), the predictive character of hippocampal theta in terms of behavioral performance (Buzsáki et al., [@B6]), or the processing of visual stimuli contingent with cortical gamma activity (Gray et al., [@B22]).

Importantly, whether oscillatory or irregular, LFPs are complex signals that vary not only in time but also in space, as they are raised by uneven summation of currents originated in different sites, possibly even different oscillatory generators. Despite the practical advantages, frequency bands are not true physiological signals. All too frequently they are thought of and handled as if they were independent from each other, under a reductionist assumption that each constitutes a separate physiological entity. An increasing number of reports are now appearing in the literature challenging, questioning or simply describing inconsistent frequency bands in different or even the same brain areas (Florian et al., [@B18]; Csicsvari et al., [@B11]; Schmidt et al., [@B46]; Ray and Maunsell, [@B43]). One notable example is the open dispute regarding the physiological role of gamma activity (e.g., Nunez and Srinivasan, [@B39]) as a temporal reference frame bringing together different features of a visual stimulus (Singer and Gray, [@B48]; Fries et al., [@B20]). Recent results challenge this view, arguing that visual stimuli generate gamma activity at different frequencies in sub-regions of the visual cortex (Ray and Maunsell, [@B42]). Others even questioned their very existence, alleging that the spectral properties of the activity recorded are indistinguishable from filtered noise (Burns and Xing, [@B5]).

We are moving away from the old view of frequency bands as behavioral or cognitive flags. We now admit that LFP oscillations are highly variable over time and they have a flexible spectrum (Rivas et al., [@B45]; Bullock et al., [@B4]; Ray and Maunsell, [@B42]). However, it is uncertain what this means in terms of the afferent and target populations. For instance, oscillatory 40--50 Hz patterns in the visual cortex (Gray et al., [@B22]) or the hippocampus (Fernández-Ruiz et al., [@B16]) are probably unrelated phenomena with different cellular mechanisms and having distinct computational meaning within their respective networks. On the other hand, the activity of a population of neurons undergoes variable frequency modulation, even during the same behavioral state (Reich et al., [@B44]; Czurkó et al., [@B12]; Chang et al., [@B8]) and hence, the temporal structure of the synaptic currents they originate in target neurons would be expected to change accordingly.

Indeed, when changes of spectral power of LFPs are interpreted, it becomes evident that there is insufficient knowledge on the scaling of unitary to macroscopic activities. The problem is clear for recordings obtained with non-invasive techniques due to the inherent difficulties in identifying deep generators (Gloor, [@B21]; Baillet et al., [@B1]; Srinivasan et al., [@B49]). Even when recording at the physical location of the generating sources, there is significant uncertainty. We can emphasize the dimension of the problem by considering a non-exhaustive list of possible causes that could lead to increased gamma power: (1) increased gamma-modulated excitation, (2) inhibition (3), or both; (4) the enhanced driving force of an unchanged rhythmic input by sustained changes in another input to the same neurons; (5) variations in phase-locking of presynaptic neurons or (6) in the number of units recruited to firing; (7) reduction of a concomitant antiphase rhythm near the recording electrode; (8) the powering of a different in-phase generator or (9) the addition of new ones; (10) variation in resonant intrinsic currents, and so on. The possibilities are many, some of a unitary origin and others network based.

Since the signals from multiple generators overlap spatially, customary measurements of frequency, phase and amplitude may be due to changes in a local or a distant source. These issues stress the importance of identifying the population/s contributing to a given field potential oscillation as a necessary step to infer on its physiological and computational meaning.

Finding the current sources for LFPs: insights from spatially discriminating techniques
=======================================================================================

As indicated above, the problem of identifying the cellular origin of field oscillations, or the *inverse problem* as it has become known, is a fundamental issue in Systems Neuroscience. In simple terms, given an experimental macroscopic signal the amplitude of which varies at different sites (e.g., LFP, EEG, MEG), how can the location and extension of the generating source be determined? To put this in more applicable terms, can we reconstruct the characteristics of the electric currents generated by myriads of scattered microscopic sources co-activated as one, if their number (hence their position) change constantly? We know from theory that multiple combinations of independent sources (groups of active neurons) may give rise to a recorded signal with the same spatial pattern. There is no unique solution and in most cases, it is difficult or impossible to confirm the potential solutions experimentally. One would think the way out might be easier for LFPs that can be recorded at the site. However, whereas remote recordings lack necessary detail of the location and extension of current sources, the local recordings can\'t discriminate between local and remote (volume propagated) contributions.

A common feature of electric fields in the brain is that they vary spatially in a complex manner, on account of the shifting activation of neuron generators with irregular morphology and distribution. It is beyond the scope of this minireview to consider all the factors that are relevant to LFPs (see Elul, [@B15] for a starting reading) and thus, we will focus on a few that are important for the discrimination of mixed LFP generators. Neurons with dominant axial geometry act as strong current dipoles (Lorente de No, [@B33]) and as such are the main contributors to field potentials. LFPs are contributed mostly by synaptic currents that, contrary to propagating spike currents, remain at the site of the synapse for their largest part (Varona et al., [@B51]; López-Aguado et al., [@B32]). It is intuitive that a common afferent input to one or another subcellular domain of the neuron population will give rise to different field potential profiles (Makarova et al., [@B35]). This fact underlies the laminar distribution of pathway-specific LFPs in regular structures (Korovaichuk et al., [@B28]). The problem arises when several pathways are co-activated, as is usually the case. In such circumstances the electric currents mix unevenly at different sites, and field potential gradients become complex and variable. That is why stable oscillations with seemingly identical waves, one after another, appeared advantageous as they are more accessible to repeated experimental screening. However, they may still be contributed by several inputs with varying magnitude (Makarov et al., [@B34]; Fernández-Ruiz et al., [@B16]). Thus, only high-density recordings simultaneously performed at several depths can correctly map for spatial variations in successive waves originated by modulations in one or more of the contributing sources.

Multisite linear recordings are well-suited to a method that has been employed to find the current generators underlying field potentials, known as current source density (CSD) analysis (Freeman and Nicholson, [@B19]). This approach has been very useful to determine the contributing cells and the location of synaptic membranes activated by afferent stimuli in laminar structures, such as the hippocampus or neocortex (Leung, [@B30]; Herreras, [@B24]; Schroeder et al., [@B47]). However, while interpreting CSD maps is simple for voltage profiles elicited by stimulating only one afferent pathway (Figures [1A,B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, right panels), their application to ongoing LFPs renders complex spatial maps of intermingled inward and outward currents (left panels), and in general it is not feasible to identify the multiple synaptic generators. Partial success has been obtained in a few stereotypic LFP patterns, such as sharp-waves (SPWs: Ylinen et al., [@B53]), or the theta (Brankačk et al., [@B3]) and gamma rhythms (Csicsvari et al., [@B11]) in the hippocampus. But not even in these cases has it been possible to unequivocally determine whether one or several inputs contribute to the field oscillation due to unavoidable technical artifacts.

![**Application of ICA to disentangle pathway-specific hippocampal LFPs. (A)** Ongoing raw LFPs across the CA1 and CA3 fields (black and gray traces, respectively). The dashed red line marks the time of a subthreshold stimulus applied to the ipsilateral CA3. The evoked field potential is amplified in the right inset. **(B)** CSD of the evoked potential (right) yields the standard distribution of inward (blue) and outward (yellow-red) currents across the CA1 region, while that of ongoing LFPs (left) renders a complex poorly informative mixture. **(C)** ICA of LFPs provides four main LFP generators, each defined by the curve of spatial weights (top panel) and a time course (bottom traces). Note that only the Schaffer generator (G4) captures the Schaffer-evoked activity (arrows). **(D)** Reconstructed (virtual) Schaffer LFPs for the raw LFP segment and evoked potential analyzed. The pronounced activity at electrodes 5--10 in the second half of the segment corresponds to a complex of sharp waves. **(E)** CSD of the virtual Schaffer LFPs provides precise spatiotemporal maps of inward/outward currents for unique spatially coherent membrane events. Note how clean the map of currents is after the concomitant activity elicited by other inputs is eliminated. (Modified from Fernández-Ruiz et al., [@B16]).](fncom-07-00005-g0001){#F1}

Amongst the approaches used to address the mixed contribution of inputs to macroscopic patterns, some sought the selective manipulation of parts of a network, such as the activation or the silencing of specific pathways or neuron types through electrical, optogenetic, or pharmacological intervention (Wu et al., [@B52]; Happel et al., [@B23]; Kuki et al., [@B29]). Other approaches pursued the disentanglement of LFPs into their original generators by applying statistical tools and algorithms (Di et al., [@B14]; Kocsis et al., [@B27]; Montgomery et al., [@B38]; Makarov et al., [@B34]). Blind source separation techniques, like the independent component analysis (ICA: Comon, [@B10]; Choi et al., [@B9]), appear to be the best suited by their capacity to find stable groups of sensors picking up a signal whose origin is stationary in the space, a feature that can be assumed for electrical fields generated by synaptic currents.

Independent component analysis as a tool to reveal the cellular generators of brain oscillations
================================================================================================

ICA is employed routinely in scalp EEG, MEG, and fMRI to find spatially stable patterns of coherent activity (Makeig et al., [@B36]; Tang et al., [@B50]; Kalcher et al., [@B26]). Recordings distant from the sources are highly sensitive to a variety of distortions in the path of the electrical currents (López-Aguado et al., [@B31]). Thus, they are limited to a coarse localization of large electrical sources of unknown cellular origin. The disturbing factors are less relevant in intracerebral recordings where electrodes can be placed directly on the generating sources, thereby minimizing the path of the currents to the recording electrode. The ICA operates on multiple simultaneously recorded signals and discriminates the contributing sources on the basis of their distinct spatial distribution. It is important to note that these components may be temporally correlated (Bell and Sejnowski, [@B2]; Makarova et al., [@B35]).

We have developed an implementation based on the ICA to separate the different synaptic pathways converging on hippocampal neurons on the evidence that each produces field potentials of stable and distinct spatial distribution (Makarov et al., [@B34]). The procedure is illustrated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, in which each LFP component or generator is defined by two elements: a curve of spatial weights and the time course of the activity over the period analyzed (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). We found that only a few macroscopic pathway-specific generators account for most of the LFP variance. Some are easy to identify by the characteristic profile of spatial weights, such as the excitatory Schaffer input from CA3 to CA1 that match the customary profiles of Schaffer-evoked fEPSPs (blue trace). This LFP generator exclusively captures all the activity elicited by this pathway, whether irregular or oscillatory, ongoing (SPWs) or stimulus evoked (Korovaichuk et al., [@B28]). Once disentangled from native LFPs, a given generator can be reconstructed in isolation and the virtual pathway-specific LFPs subjected to CSD analysis (Figures [1D,E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

A mechanistic use for neural oscillations
=========================================

Spike activity of a given presynaptic population elicits postsynaptic currents in target regions that if spatially appropriate, may set rhythmic, irregular, and more commonly, behaviorally modulated periods of different LFP patterns. As a case in point, the CA3 input to CA1 pyramidal cells is responsible for (1) low amplitude steady or (2) theta modulated gamma activity, and (3) isolated hyper-synchronous SPWs (Ylinen et al., [@B53]; Penttonen et al., [@B41]; Fernández-Ruiz et al., [@B16]). The separation of the Schaffer activity from concomitant inputs allowed a detailed study of its time course. A small LFP epoch is presented in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} to show the independent activity of three different LFP generators. One is very irregular, while another presents high amplitude slow-waves and the third corresponds to the ongoing Schaffer input. In anesthetized animals, whereas epochs of gamma activity can be found in all LFP generators (Makarov et al., [@B34]) it only has a steady presence in the Schaffer input. Traditionally, gamma activity in the hippocampus was assumed to be mainly inhibitory (Mann and Paulsen, [@B37]; Buzsáki and Wang, [@B7]), in compliance with the observations of interneurons firing at that rate. But in phase firing of units to LFPs does not establish cause or effect, as the LFPs may reflect compound synaptic currents generated by spiking in unrecorded distant neurons. In fact, our findings refuted that view, as the gamma activity in the CA1 Schaffer generator is made up of small wave-like LFP events (\~120 μV, \~16 ms long) that were specifically time locked with monosynaptic latency to the spikes of CA3 pyramidal cells but not interneurons. Indeed, the CSD analysis of the disentangled Schaffer-specific LFPs returns gamma sequence of current sinks in the CA1 stratum radiatum with a spatial distribution that tightly matched that of SPW events and CA3-evoked fEPSPs (Figure [2B2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). These wavelets were blocked by pharmacologically silencing the CA3 or blockade of glutamate receptors in the CA1. Thus, the gamma rhythm recorded in this stratum of the CA1 region is a periodic succession of micro (μ)-fEPSPs triggered in CA1 pyramidal cells by CA3 assemblies firing in gamma sequence. This is probably the clearest demonstration of the cellular nature of a field oscillation in the intact brain presented to date.

![**CA3 to CA1 gamma input is a succession of elementary μ-fEPSPs that link pre- and postsynaptic units. (A)** Representative example of time courses of LFP generators and firing of a CA3 pyramidal cell. The baseline activity of the Schaffer LFP generator (in blue) is formed by a temporal succession of small wavelets or μ-fEPSP (enlargements at the bottom) in a global gamma pattern exclusive for this input. The presence of occasional sharp-waves (SPWs) is highlighted (in cyan). Autocorrelations (ACF) of the time courses of the generators are shown in the right inset. **(B)** (1) Fragment of Schaffer-LFP. Note the striking non-overlapping succession of wavelets. (2) The CSD analysis reveals a succession of currents with a spatial distribution matching that of Schaffer evoked potentials and SPWs. (3) The Schaffer-LFP in the wavelet domain. High magnitude (color coded from black to yellow) at given time instant and scale (cyan dots mark maxima) corresponds to the presence of μ-fEPSPs. (4) The width and height of the bar codify the duration and amplitude of detected μ-fEPSPs, respectively. **(C)** Using the excitatory quanta composing the baseline activity of Schaffer-LFPs (μ-fEPSPs) allows discriminating synaptically connected CA3 and CA1 units. The illustration of point processes in the left represents (from top to bottom) the spike train of a presynaptic CA3 pyramidal cell, the temporal series of μ-fEPSP events and a spike train of a postsynaptic CA1 pyramidal cell. Plausible monosynaptic coincidences are color coded as follows: Type I, green (in-cluster spikes); Type II, blue (Schaffer spikes); Type III, magenta (efficient spike transfer). Examples of these correlations are shown in right insets. (**A** and **B**) Modified from Fernández-Ruiz et al. ([@B16]); **(C)** modified from Fernández-Ruiz et al. ([@B17]).](fncom-07-00005-g0002){#F2}

The demonstration that Schaffer-LFPs are succession of quantal excitatory packages elicited by synchronous firing of functional assemblies of presynaptic units opens several possibilities. For instance, one may identify pairs of monosynaptically connected CA3 and CA1 neurons, enabling the ongoing spike transfer between pairs of cells of different populations and their plastic modulations to be studied *in vivo* (Fernández-Ruiz et al., [@B16],[@B17]). This was done by correlating pre- (CA3) and postsynaptic (CA1) spikes with the time series of Schaffer μ-fEPSPs. Also, several CA3 units fire synchronously and time-locked to Schaffer μ-fEPSPs in CA1, thus forming a functional assembly. We found that CA3 assemblies are not rigid constructs, as the neurons that comprise them may belong to different clusters and they do not always fire together, rather just a proportion of them (ca. 20%). In the CA1, we found that all pyramidal cells fired a fraction of their spikes time locked to Schaffer μ-fEPSPs. We term these as Schaffer-spikes, emphasizing the origin of the synaptic input that triggers them. The sorting of CA1 spikes by their synaptic drive opens the possibility to investigate the influence of different inputs to the elaboration of the output code of individual neurons. We also found triple coincidences, i.e., a presynaptic CA3 spike elicits a μ-fEPSP that in turn fires a postsynaptic spike. We call this as an effective spike transfer between two nodes in a network. Thus, pairs of pre- and postsynaptic spikes can be selected by their time-locking to a common μ-fEPSP, revealing temporal correlations that would normally remain buried in standard dual correlations of spike trains.

Another practical example of the use of pathway-specific LFPs is to study ongoing correlates of plastic phenomena. Thus, following induction of LTP by CA3 stimulation we found a moderate increase in the gamma power of raw LFPs in the CA1, but a large specific increase in the power of the ICA-separated Schaffer generator (while other components of the LFP remained unchanged: Fernández-Ruiz et al., [@B17]). Hence, the ongoing modulations of a given synaptic pathway may not be discernible in raw mixed LFPs, whereas they can be observed, quantified and compared with other activities after their separation into pathway-specific LFP generators.

Concluding remarks
==================

By studying the wide band time course of ICA-isolated LFP generators we gain much more information on network dynamics than by chopping LFPs into narrow frequency bands and analyzing them separately. Hence, we consider that the entity with true physiological meaning coming out of LFPs is the LFP generator, rather than a particular temporal pattern in native LFPs that may still be a composite signal.

The example used here of the CA3 gamma input to CA1 may be generalized to other oscillatory and irregular patterns. The use of pathway-specific LFPs eliminates important concern as to the possibility of an LFP oscillation being a mixture of two or more inputs, and allows a direct interpretation of their fluctuations as time envelopes of synaptic currents with a precise identification of the populations of origin and destination. Thus, we may be close to determining which oscillations are periodic successions of excitatory or inhibitory postsynaptic potentials. The reconstruction of pre- and postsynaptic time sequences represents a step toward a mechanistic understanding of information transfer in identified segments of a network. For these reasons, it may be the moment to recover a feeling for the temporal and spatial domains, so as to complement and extend the spectral characterization of oscillatory patterns.
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